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DECLARATION OF JILL DECARIA

MANAGER IN THE FRIVOLOUS RETURN PROGRAM

I, Jill Declaria, declare:

1. I am an employee of the Internal Revenue Service

assigned to work at an of f ice in Ogden Service Center handling

the I.R.C. § 6702 penalty for frivolous tax submissions. My

title is Manager for the Frivolous Return Program.

2. My duties include management of work performed in

reviewing tax returns and other material for frivolous

submissions and specified frivolous submissions and ascertaining

whether a frivolous submission occurred and take appropriate

actions concerning the submissions of frivolous tax returns and

other frivolous submissions. The term "submission" includes

both tax return filings and specified submissions to the

Internal Revenue Service.

3. The scope of my duties includes accessing Internal

Revenue Service records, made at or near the time by, or from
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information transmitted by, a person with knowledge, kept in the

course of a regularly conducted business activity, and.it is the

practice of the Internal Revenue Service to make the records.

4. In the scope of my duties, Internal Revenue Service

records concerning Steven Waltner and Sarah Waltner (referred

collectively as the "Waltners") have been accessed and the

following exhibits reflect records which have been redacted as

to taxpayer identification numbers, minor's names except

generally to the extent of their first initial, and the numbers

of bank accounts except for their last four digits.

5. I am knowledgeable of the practices and standards

concerning the Internal Revenue Service's Frivolous Return

Program, including but not limited to review of taxpayer

submissions to the Internal Revenue Service, communication

protocols with taxpayers, decisions to assert the I.R.C. §

6702 (a) penalty and review protocols, and recommendation and

approVal to assess the penalty.

6. It is a regular and standard practice of the Frivolous

Return program to have all recommendations of an Internal

Revenue Service employee to assess the I.R.C. § 6702 penalty

approved in writing by the immediate supervisor of the

individual making such determination or such higher offióial as
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the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate (hereafter

generally referred to as "Secretary") may designate.

7. As.to Steve Waltner, records of the Internal Revenue

Service reflect the filing frivolous filer penalty for years

2003 to 2007 as follows: one each for 2003, 2004 and 2005; two

for 2006; and, six for 2007.

8. A review of records of the Internal Revenue Service as

to the I.R.C. § 6702 penalty assessed against Steven Waltner for

2003 through 2007, reflect each penalty was recommended by an

Internal Revenue Service employee in the Frivolous Filing

Program and each recommendation of an Internal Revenue Service

employee was approved in writing by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as the Secretary designated.

9. As to Sarah Waltner, records of the Internal Revenue

Service reflect the filing frivolous filer penalty for years.

2003 to 2007 as follows: one each for 2003, 2004 and 2005; three

for 2006; and, six for 2007.

10. A review of records of the Internal Revenue Service as

to the I.R.C. § 6702 penalty assessed against Sarah Waltner for

2003 through 2007, reflect each penalty was recommended by an

Internal Revenue Service employee in the Frivolous Filing

Program and each recommendation of an Internal Revenue Service
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employee was approved in writing by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as the Secretary designated, with the exception that Exhibit 34-

R referenced below, a Form 8278 for a penalty for 2007 reflects

penalty recommendation by Mrs. Ranson and the approval is

absent, though electronic records reflect Craig Butcher approved

the penalty and he was the recommending employee's immediate

supervisor of the individual making such determination or such

higher official as the Secretary designated.

11. It is a standard practice of the Internal Revenue

Service to generate a Form 8278 in the process of asserting the

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. In addition to the paper copy of the

Form 8278, electronic records of the Internal Revenue Service

reflect certain information.

12. It is a standard practice of the Internal Revenue

Service that employees in the Frivolous Filer Program will

initiate a Form 8278 for the I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. Generally,

the Form 8278 is associated with the frivolous filed return.

13. A review of Internal Revenue Service discovered as to

the 23 I.R.C. § 6702 $5,000.00 penalties assessed against Steven

Waltner and Sarah Waltner, three penalties each were

contemporaneously assessed against Steven Waltner and Sarah

Waltner for 2007, and as of the date of this writing, not all
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Form 8278s have been located within Internal Revenue Service

records. Regardless, based on a review of Internal Revenue

Service records, including the Forms 8278 located, each of which

reflect an employee and approval in writing by the immediate

supervisor of the recommending employee or such higher person as

designated by the Secretary, with the exception of Exhibit 34-R

which reflects the employee recommending the penalty but written

approval on the form is absent though electronic records of the

Internal Revenue Service reflect approval by Craig Butcher who

is the immediate supervisor of the recommending employee or such

higher person as designated by the Secretary, it is my opinion

that except for Exhibit 34-R, every I.R.C. § 6702 penalty

assessed against Steven Waltner and Sarah Waltner for 2003

through 2007, inclusive, involved an employee of the Frivolous

Filer Program who recommended asserting the penalty and each

recommendati-on of an Internal Revenue Service employee was

approved in writing by the immediate supervisor of the

individual making such determination or such higher official as

the Secretary designated.

14. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R·.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2003, the

penalty was recommended by _Dustan Pierce_ , and approval in

writing was by í_Shirley Hudgens_____;, the immediate supervisor
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of. the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

15. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2003, the

penalty was recommended by _ Dustan Pierce , and approval in

writing was by Shirley Hudgens____, the immediate supervisor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

16. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2004, the

penalty was recommended by __Mrs. Ipson__, and approval in

writing was by ___Cynthia Drefs , the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

17. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2004, the

penalty was recommended by __Mrs. Ipson__, and approval in

writing was by ___Cynthia Drefs , the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

18. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2005, the

penalty was recommended by _ Dustan Pierce , and approval in
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writing was by Shirley Hudgens , the immediate.supervisor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

19. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to the

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2005, the

penalty was recommended by _ Dustan Pierce , and approval in

writing was by ___Shirley Hudgens , the immediate supervisor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

20. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to an

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2006, the

penalty was recommended by _ Dustan Pierce , and approval in

writing was by ___Shirley Hudgens , the immediate supervisor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

21. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2006, the

penalty was recommended by _Debra Ballard__ , and approval in

writing was by __Barbara Brown , immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

22. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to an

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2006, the
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penalty was recommended by _ Dustan Pierce ___, and approval in

writing was by ___Shirley Hudgens____, the immediate supervlsor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the Secretary.

23. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2006, the

penalty was recommended by _Debra Ballard_____, and approval in

writing was by Barbara Brown , the immediate supervisor

of the individual making such determination or such higher

official as designated by the ·Secretary.

24. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to a third

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2006, the

penalty was recommended by _Ms . McNeeley______, and

approval in writing was by Christen Nicholas , the

immediate supervisor of the individual making such determination

or such higher official as designated by the Secretary.

25. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to an

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in

writing was by ___Craig Butcher , the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.
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26. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in

writing was by Craig Butcher , the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the secretary.

27. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in

writing was by ___Craig Butcher , the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

28. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in

writing was by ___Craig Butcher___, immediate supervisor of the

individual making such determination or such higher official as

designated by the Secretary.

29. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Ms. Read , and approval in

writing was by __Tina Smith___, immediate supervisor of the
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in.dividual making such or such higher official as designated by

the Secretary.

30. Internal Revenµe Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Steven Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Debra Ballard , and approval in

writing was by ___Barbara Brown___, immediate supervisor of the

individual making or such higher official as designated by the

Secretary.

31. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to a

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a

penalty was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in

writing was by ___Craig Butcher___, the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

32. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a penalty

was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in writing

was by _ _Craig Butcher , the immediate supervisor of the

individual making such determination or such higher official as

designated by the Secretary.

33. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a penalty

was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in writing
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was by ___Craig Butcher , the immediate supervisor of the

individual making such determination or such higher official as

designated by the Secretary.

34. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a penalty

was recommended by _Mrs. Ranson , and approval in writing

was by ___Craig Butcher___, immediate supervisor of the

individual making or such higher official as designated by the

Secretary.

35. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a penalty

was recommended by _Ms Read , and approval in writing was

by __Tina ·Smith , the immediate supervisor of the individual

making such higher official·as designated by the Secretary.

36. Internal Revenue Service records reflect as to another

I.R.C. § 6702 assessed against Sarah Waltner for 2007, a penalty

was recommended by _Debra Ballard , and approval in writing

was by __Barbara Brown___, the immediate supervisor of the

individual making such higher official as designated by the

Secretary.

37. Exhibit 20-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2004 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty
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and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

38. Exhibit 21-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2004 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

39. Exhibit 22-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2006 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

40. Exhibit 23-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2006 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

41. Exhibit 24-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2006 concern1ng computation and assessment of an
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I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval occurred in writing by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

42. Exhibit 25-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2007 concerning computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval occurred in writing by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

43. Exhibit 26-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

44. Exhibit 26-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2007 concerning computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.
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45. Exhibit 27-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2007 concerning computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

46. Exhibit 28-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Steven

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

47. ·Exhibit 29-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing oöcurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

48. Exhibit 30-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of
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the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

49. Exhibit 31-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

50. Exhibit 32-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concerning computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

51. Exhibit 33-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty

and approval in writing occurred by the immediate supervisor of

the individual making such determination or such higher official

as designated by the Secretary.

52. Exhibit 34-R is a copy of a Form 8278 for Sarah

Waltner for 2007 concern1ng computation and assessment of an

I.R.C. § 6702 penalty. The originator recommended the penalty
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though the form does not reflect an approval. However,

electronic records of the Internal Revenue service reflect

penalty recommendation was approved by Craig Butcher who was the

immediate supervisor of the individual making such determination

or such higher official as designated by the Secretary of the

recommending employee and said approval occurred on the same

date as when the penalty was approved against the spouse as

reflected in Exhibit 29-R, indicating approvals were secured.

53. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty

of perjury that the foregoing is true a.nd correct.

Executed on: //Û'/7
Jill . Decaria
Manager
Frivolous Return Program
Internal Revenue Service



REDACTED

Computation and Assessment of Miscellaneous Penalties
Non-Return Related Civil Penalti.es

1. T expayers Narne Last First %iddle mitia! /ssogfe riame only) 6. Year mandatory) (yyyy/nm) 6 Statute Date (manderory; mmødyyyy)

Address 7 (a) SSN

._ _ (b)EIN

. .79.ygg p.y.gyn-.....- ... - X'.if-nceS6 - ---- Sribimeur One 8 -- GE_Û.Appeal5-....-..

FOR CORRECT UNE ITEM ENTRIES. FIRST IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE PENALTY CODE SECTION.

(a) (b) {c) (d) Í*)
9. PENALTY DESCRtPTION Code Reference Numtyor of Amount Amount

Section Number Violations Assessed Abated

D. Excise

FaGure to mpo a vessei hty RC sex. 4 01(

Farfure to register / reregister .-¡RC sec. 4101 B)

o ay 's o Soc

Refusal to adow entry on inspechon --- IRC soc 4083(d)(1)

6725 fiS7

67% 670

6718 667

G717 655

Mechancar dye mgechrm systems 6715A 665

Resare of souterated cierdel fue4 6720A G73

Dyed fuel veotaDons 6715 656

xcess ve cums 6676 661

E Other

Acknowledgment mgard ng vehich donation --- IRC sec. 170(f)(12) 6720 630

Sanctions and costs awarded by Tax Court . 6673(a) 643

Sanctions and costs awanied by other courts 6673(b) 644

Fnvolous retum 6702(a) 686

Broker fallum m notily pavor 6705 632

Fallure to fi e Form 8806 - tRC sec. 6043 6652(Q 649

Fu2uma r eleting to corm 8027 - IRC sec. 6053 6721 638

Failure to provide ouolle mspection (IMF) 6652(c)(1XC) 8

Failure to provide public n®ection ßMF) GG52(c)(1XD) 527

Fadure lo make regulmd disdosum (BMF) 527(j)(1) 662

Retum ægardmg mergers/acotesitions - IRC sec. 6043A 6721 672

Fanure to file Fomt 8281 .-- CID 6706 678

Disclosum reg&t¢ryg ryd pro quo coninbutions IBMF) - IRC sec. 6115 6714 671

Reums regarøng higher education tuition - JRC sec 6050S 6721 or 6722 637

Frauduled failure to Sie (See ARM 20 *.27(6)) 66 . __

Remarks.

10 Ongïnator 11. Date 12. organization Code 13. Phone

14. Review r ate 16. Terminal Operator

i;orm 6278 (Rev s ) Cat. No. m78G Page 3 of 3 Deparknent of tne Treasury -- Intemal Revenue Service

Exhibit 20-R



REDACTED

Computation and Assessment of Miscellaneous Penalties
Non-Retum Re ated Civil Penalties

1 T payer s t%m Last, Fest, M dip Init% (sin¢e ame enry) 5. Year (mandatory) yyyymn 6 Statute Date (mamfafory) mmddyyyyj

2 Addres 7 (a) SSN

(b) E!N . .

.gET- - tMF-5& BMF13--- - J4.neASEO - erFune SBASE- - W -TE GE-- pea -

FOR CORRECT LINE ITEM ENTRIES, FIRST IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE PENALTY CODE SECTION.

(a) (b) (c) Id) (*)

9 PENALTY DESCRIPTION Code . Reference Number of Amount Amount
Section Number Violations Assessed At**t'd

D. Exctse

Faiiure to report a vessef / facility -- IRC sec 4101(d) 6725 667

Failum to register / raregister - IRC sec. 4101(a) G719 670

Fa:tum to display registrat(on --|RC set 4101(a)(3)

Refusal to vilow anny or nspection .... MC sec. 4003(d)(1)

Macterucar dye miection systemr.

Resale of aduheruted dkrsei hJels

Dyed fiJ6I Vio(8ttoOS

Excessive claims

6718 657

670 665

ert5A ,) 665

6720A 673

6716 666

8675 681

E. Other

Acknrwieagment regaramp velvicle donation- IRC sac 170(f)(12) 6720 630

sanciens and costs awarden ny Tex court 6673m 643

Sanctions and costs awarded i>v other courts 6673(b) 644

Frivotous retum . 67o2ia) 666

emker failure to notiiy pavor 6705 632

Feilure to ille Form 8806 ~ 1RC sec. 6043 6652(l) 649

Failures relating to Form 8027 - IR C sec. 6053 6721 638

Failure to provide pul>lic nspection (tMF) 6652(c)(1)(C; S2a

Failure to provide public inspection (IMF) 8652(c)(1)(D) 527

Fadure to make reused disclosure (BMF) 527(g)(1) 662

Retum regarding morgerstacquisitions ~ (RC sec. 6043A 6721 672

Failure to fHe Font 8281 - , D1D 6706 678

Disclosure regardirm quid pro quo conaíbutes (BMF) -. IRC sec. 6115 B714 67

Retums regardire hgher r.xJuca1ion tuition - IRC sec. 6050S 6721 or 6722 637

Fraudulent toilure to fHe (See 1RM 20 J.2.7(6)) . 666 636

Remarks:

10. On inator n Dale 12. Organiz.ution Code 13. Phone

14. Reviewer 15. Date ! 16. Terminal Operator 17 Dave

Forrp 8278 (Rev. 8 2 ) Cat No. 62278G Page 3 of 3 Ü°panmer,g of me 'reasury -..-. Internal Ravenue Service

Exhibit 21-R



REDACTED

Computation and Assessment of Miscellaneous Penalties
Non-Return Related Civil Penattles

. TapaÚr5 Name: Last, First, Middle Initial (Single name only) 5 Year (mandatory) (yyyymm) ; 6 Statute Date (mandatory) (mmddyyyy)

WALTNER, STEVEN T 200612

2. Address 7

2825 N 103RD AVE (a) SSN.
or

AVONDALE AZ 85392-4579-251
(b) EIN

3 MFT ("X" one): !v'-] IMF 55 @ BMF 13 "X" i no ASED· 8 FunctiorgT one) Examinatum [¾| Collection TE/G Appeals

FOR CORRECT UNE ITEM ENTRIES,

9. PENALTY DESCRIPTION

E. Other

Acknowledgment regarding vehicle donation

Sanctions and costs awarded by Tax Court

Sanctions and costs awarded by other courts

Frivolous retum 1040 received : see remarks

Broker failure to notify payor

Failure to fHe Form B806

Fallures relating to Form 8027

Failure to provide pubile inspection (IMF)

Failure to provïde public inspection UMF)

Failure to make required disclosure (BMF)

Return regarding mergers/acquisitions

Failure lo iile Form B281-OID

Disclosure regarding quid pro quo contributions

Returns regarding higher education tullon

Fraudelent failure to file (See IRM 20.1.2.7(6))

F RST IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE PENALTY CODE SECTION.

a) . (b) (c) (d) (e)

Code Reference Number of Amount Amount
Section Number Violations Assessed Abated

6720/170(f)(12) 630

6673(a) 643

6673(b) 644

6702 666 1 5.000 00

! 6705 632

6652(l)/6043 649

6721/6053 638

6652(c)(1)(C) 526

6652(c)(1)(D) 527

527(j)(1) 662

6721/6043A 672

6706 678

6115/671 671

j 6050S/6721/6722 | 637

66S1(f) 635

Remarks:

01/22/2008

10. Originator _. gg- 11. Date
-- ~ .4M23-..........._...) 2/10/2009

14. Terminal Operator 15. Date

12 Organizabon Code 13 h ne

5245 . 801-620.2337

16. Revi 11 0 2009

Form 8278 (Rev.6-2006) Cat. No. 62278G Page 3 of 3 Department of the Treasury-intamal Revenue Service

Exhibit 22-R



REDACTED

Computation and Assessment of Miscellaneous Penalties
Non-Return Related Civil Penalties

C. T.txpayer's Name: Last First Middle initial (Single name only) 5 Year (mandatory) (yyyymm) j 6. Statute Date (mandatory) (mmddyyyy)

WALTNER, SARAH V 200612

2. Address 7

2825 N 103RD AVE (a) SSN.
or

AVONDALE AZ 85392-4579-251
(b) EIN:

MFTj"X1one} 2] IMF 55 @ BMF 13 4. "X if no ASED 8 Function ("X" one) Exarnination I Collect on @ TE/GE @ Appeals

FOR CORRECT UNE ITEM ENTRIES, FIRST IDENTIFY THE APPROPRIATE PENALTY CODE SECTION.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

9. PENALTY DESCR1PTION Code Reference Number of Amount } Amount
Section Number Volations Assessed ' Abated

E Other . ..

Acknowledgmer t regarding vehicle donation 6720/170(f)(12) 630

Sanctions and costs awarded by Tax Court 6673(a) 643

Sanctions and costs awarded by other courts

Frivolous rrwum 1040 received . see remarks

Broker failure to notify payor

Failure to file Form 8806

Failures relating to Form 8027

Failure to provide pubile inspecuan (JMF)

Failure to provide pubhc inspection (tMF)

Failure to make required disclosure (BMF)

6673fb) 644

. . 6702 666 1 5 000.00 1

6705 632

6652(I¥6043 649

6721/6053 638

. 6652(c)(1)(C) 528

6652(c)(1)(D) 527

527(j)(1) 662

Return regarding mergers/acquisitions 6721/6043A 672

Failure to file Form 8281-0lD 6706 678

Disclosure regarding quid pro quo contributions 6115/6714 671
.. . .. ..... .. .. - �040

Retums regarding higher education tution 6050S/6721/6722 637

Fraudelant failure to file (See IRI 20 1.2 7(6)) 6651(f) 635

Remarks'

01/22/2008

10. Originator 11. Date j 12. Organization Code 13. Phone

2/10/2009 ! 5245 801.620-2337

14. Terminai Operator 15. Date 16. Revi atecá. . . 1 0 2009

Form 8278 (Rev.6-2006) Cat No. 62278G Page 3 of 3 Departrnent of the Treasury-Intemal Revenue Service

Exhibit 23-R
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9e 5 o &
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